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If one changes the control parameter of a chaotic system proportionally to the distance between
arbitrary point on the strange attractor and the actual trajectory, the lifetimet of the most stable unstable
periodic orbit in the vicinity of this point starts to diverge with a power law. The volume in parameter
space wheret becomes infinite is finite and from its nonfractal boundaries one can determine directly
the local Liapunov exponents. The experimental applicability of the method is demonstrated for tw
coupled diode resonators.
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Unstable periodic orbits are the building blocks
chaos in nonlinear dynamical systems and therefore
fundamental interest in physics [1–3]. Since linear s
tems resonate under periodic forcing with their buildin
blocks, i.e., harmonic oscillators, we are led naturally
the question which we will address in this Letter: Und
which time-dependent perturbation will a strongly chao
nonlinear system resonate with an unstable periodic or
and what can be learned from this resonance?

We start from two recent results. First, it has be
shown by Ott, Grebogi, and Yorke [4] that small time
dependent changes of the control parameter of a cha
system could stabilize a prescribed periodic orbit co
pletely such that the system becomes nonchaotic [5]. S
ond, it has been demonstrated by Hunt [6] that in orde
achieve this effect it is generally sufficient to change t
control parameter proportionally to the difference betwe
the desired orbit and the trajectory of the system.

Here we build on these observations by investigating
behavior of a chaotic system under parametric feedba
However, we will not focusa priori on a special orbit but
show that if we choose the parameter change proportio
to the difference between any point on the attractor
and the actual trajectory, the system resonates with
most stable unstable periodic orbit close to this point. T
resonance shows up as a divergence of the lifetimet of this
unstable periodic orbit and follows a power law. We w
also show that there is even in higher dimensional syste
a finite volume in parameter space wheret becomes
infinite, and from its measurable nonfractal boundar
one can determine directly all local Liapunov exponen
[8]. The experimental applicability of the method
demonstrated for two coupled diode resonators.

We first consider a one-dimensional map and ge
eralize later to higher dimensional systems. T
invariant densityrsxd can be expanded in terms of pe
riodic orbits [9], rsxd 

P
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Fixexpf2ntsxpdg where the sums run over all fixed

points xp  fn
r sxpd of the n-fold iterated mapf and the

limit n ! ` is understood in this equation. The lifetim
t of a periodic orbit which containsxp is determined by
the slopes of the map taken at the orbit points,

t21sxpd 
1
n

logj fn0

r sxpdj . (1)

We now disturb the map locally around a simp
fixed point xp

0 by changing the control parameterr
by an amount drt  esxp

0 2 xtd if jxp
0 2 xtj , d,

with d typically of order 10–2 to 10–4. After lineariz-
ing the equation of motionxt11  frsxtd around xp

0 ,
we obtain that the slope of the map atxp

0 changes to
s≠fy≠xd sxp

0 d 2 es≠fy≠rd sxp
0d and the lifetimet, defined

by t21  log j f 0sxpd 2 es≠fy≠rd sxpdj, diverges at

e6  f f 0sxp
0d 6 1gy

≠f
≠r

sxp
0 d . (2)

Figure 1 showst21sed for the logistic map [10]xt11 
rxts1 2 xtd at r  3.79. One sees thattsed displays a
resonance that starts ate  0 and extends to large val-
ues of e. By linearizing arounde6, we obtain from
Eq. (2) the result that the lifetimet diverges propor-
tionally to je 2 e6j21 for je 2 e6j ø 1. The inset in
Fig. 1 confirms this power law for several decades. Equ
tion (2) shows also that the local slopef 0sxp

0d (i.e., the
local Liapunov exponent) and the parameter depende
s≠fy≠rd sxp

0d can be obtained directly from the measurab
locations of the two critical pointse6.

This result can be generalized in a straightforwa
fashion to periodic orbits of arbitrary ordern [11]. It
should be clear from these considerations that if we ap
parametric feedback which is localized within an interv
2d around an arbitrary pointxp that that unstable periodic
orbit which becomes stabilized first will start to resona
Its increase of lifetime can be observed in the invaria
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Stabilization of the unstable fixed point of the logist
map atr  3.79, chosen assr 2 1dyr. Shown is the inverse
fraction of time t21 that the trajectory spends in the vicinit
of the stabilized point, within a distance ofd  1024. This
inverse fraction can vary between unity (if the system sta
alwayswithin the stabilization interval) and infinity (if it never
enters this interval). The figure shows that for4.67 , e ,
14.3, this fraction is unity. Fore  0, t21 is close to its
unperturbed value of5 3 103. The inset illustrates the powe
law by showing the inverse time in a log-log plot at the rig
border of the stabilized region;e1  14.3.

density or in the power spectrum of the system [1
Figure 2 shows how for the logistic map an orbit
higher order close to an arbitrarily chosen point becom
stabilized, even in the presence of additive noise.

In higher dimensional systems whose dynamics
described byd-dimensional maps$xt11  $fs $xtd, Eq. (1)
for the lifetime of a periodic orbit of ordern [deter-
mined by $xp  $fns $xpd] generalizes to [9,13]t21s $xpd P0

is1ynd logjlisxpdj. The sum
P0

i runs only over all the
eigenvalueslisxpd of the Jacobians≠fn

i y≠xjd s $xpd with
modulus larger than unity, i.e., the lifetime is dete
mined only by the local stretching rates. Analogous
to the one-dimensional case, we consider an unsta

FIG. 2. Stabilization of an arbitrarily chosen orbit of th
logistic map at r  3.79 around xp  0.6 with d  0.03.
Between e  2.32 and e  2.76, an orbit of order 4 is
stabilized. The dotted line corresponds to the same va
of xp and d, but random noise with uniform distribution an
amplitudea  1023 has been added to the logistic map.
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fixed point $xp
0 and perturb the system by a local pa

rameter changedrt  $e ? s $xp
0 2 $xtd if j $xt 2 $xt

0j # d,
where the strengthsei si  1, . . . , dd of the local feed-
back can be monitored independently [14]. After lin
earization of the equation of motion$xt11  $fs $xtd around
$xp

0 , we obtain that the inverse lifetime of$xp
0 changes to

ts $xp
0 d21 

P0
is1ynd logjgis $xp

0dj. Here
P0

i runs again only
over thosegi with modulus larger than unity, andgi are
the roots of

dethdijflisxp
0 d 2 gg 2 aijj


dY

i1

flis $xp
0 d 2 gg 2

X
j

ajj

Y
ifij

flis $xp
0 d 2 gg  0 .

(3)

The coefficientsaij are given byaij  $e ,
i ?s≠ $fy≠rd 3

sxp
0 d s $e ? $e r

j d where $e ,
i and $e r

j are the left and right
eigenvectors of the Jacobians≠fiy≠xjd sxp

0d which belong
to the eigenvalueslis $x p

0d and ljs $xp
0 d. Since aij is a

product of two factors which depend individually only o
i or j, the determinant in Eq. (3) depends only linear
on ajj. We will now exploit this fact to determine the
region in parameter space (e space) wheret diverges.

It follows from t21 
P0

is1ynd logjgi j  s1ynd 3

log
Q0

i jgij that t diverges within a hypercubejgij # 1,
for all i, in gi space. For givengi , Eq. (3) becomes
a linear equation for the coefficientsajj. Since an
interchange of thegi ’s merely leads to an interchang
of the equations for theajj ’s, i.e., to the sameajj ’s, it
follows that the hypercube ingi space is mapped onto
a volume inajj space which hasd 1 1 corners (i.e., a
triangle in two dimensions) and which is bounded byd
hyperplanes and one curved surface (see Fig. 3). Si
the ei ’s follow from the ajj by a linear transformation
[15], the volume in$e space wheret diverges is a linearly
deformed version of the volume in$a space. This means
that the volume in parameter space for which the lifetim
of the unstable fixed point diverges is finite and from i
d 1 1 corners one can determine all Liapunov exponen

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the mapping from t
space of the eigenvaluesgi to the coefficientsajj; see
Eq. (3). The hypercube ing space (i.e., a square for the two
dimensional case shown) is mapped into a “half-hypercube”
triangle in two dimensions) ina space. This is illustrated by
numbering the corners of the square ing space (from 1 to 4),
and by labeling the corresponding corners ina space by the
same numbers. The line 1–3 (diagonal; thick line) is mapp
to one side of the triangle (thick line).
401
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FIG. 4. Stabilization of an unstable orbit of the Hénon ma
sr  1.4d, in $e space, withe1 varying from –1 (bottom) to 5
(top), ande2 varying from –2.5 (left) to 2.5 (right). The gray
level of each pixel represents the inverse fractiont21 of the
time the trajectory spends in the vicinitysd  1023d of the
fixed point hxp  1

2 f2.7 1
p

s0.7d2 1 4r g, yp  xpj, ranging
from black if the inverse fraction is just larger than unity
light gray for the maximal value found in this simulations2.6 3
105d. In the unperturbed systems $e  0d, t21  4.3 3 105.
In two regions we deviated from this grayscale coding: Fir
we show in solid white the triangle in which the trajecto
never leaves the interval around the unstable fixed point (
t  1.0). Second, we highlight in white the contour on whic
t assumes a value identicals65%d to that found at$e  0.

li and the d 3 d coefficients of the transformation
matrix betweenajj andei [16].

As an example we consider the Hénon map [10],xt11 
r 1 0.3yt 2 sxtd2, yt11  xt . Figure 4 shows the tri-
angle in parameter space where the lifetime of the fix

FIG. 5. Region in which control is maintained. The tw
controllers’ gainse1 and e2 are in arbitrary units. The inse
shows the electronic circuit used.
402
,

t,

e.,

d

point xp
0 diverges. From the corners which correspon

to the valuesfa11, a12g  fsl2
1 2 1dysl2 2 l1d, sl2

2 2

1dysl1 2 l2dg; fsl1 2 1d2ysl2 2 l1d, sl2 2 1d2ysl1 2

l2dg; fsl1 1 1d2ysl2 2 l1d, sl2 1 1d2ysl1 2 l2dg and from
the linear transformation [15] we obtainl1  21.92 and
l2  0.16 in agreement with a direct computation from
s≠fiy≠xjd s $xp

0d.
In order to examine the application of the metho

experimentally, we choose to employ two coupled dio
resonators. This system exhibits the quasiperiod ro
to chaos and has been previously studied in detail [1
Further, it has been controlled in a number of low- an
high-period orbits [18].

The system, shown in the inset of Fig. 5, is compos
of a parallel combination of two diode resonators in seri
with a resistor, which allows for coupling, and is drive
sinusoidally. Each diode resonator is composed of a dio
and an inductor. As the drive voltage is increased, t
system period doubles once and then undergoes a H
bifurcation into a quasiperiodic state. This gives way
mode-locked states, sometimes a second Hopf bifurcat
and chaos. To view the dynamics, we electronica
produce a display of its Poincaré section, by sampli
and displaying the currents through the two branches
each cycle. The section, following the Hopf bifurcation
appears as two circles, the points of which smoothly rota
in the quasiperiodic region and become stationary in t
phase-locked region. With increasing drive the circl
break up and the motion becomes chaotic.

The control method used here is described in Ref. [
In this method, deviations from a set point, within a win
dow, are fed back to modulate a parameter of the syste
For the purpose of this work, we use two controllers, o
for each branch, and sum their outputs. Since the s
tem has already period doubled, we sample the curre

FIG. 6. Time dependence of the magnitude of the deviati
of the currents from their value at the fixed point. The line h
a slope of 0.16 per two drive periods.
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in the two branches every other drive cycle and apply
feedback signal for two drive cycles. The drive voltage
arbitrarily chosen so the system is at the onset of a pha
locked state. Initially the system is controlled to the pr
Hopf bifurcation state (still period 2) and the set points a
adjusted to the fixed points by minimizing the feedba
signal. The gain of each controllere1 and e2 may then
be adjusted to determine the range over which contro
maintained.

The magnitude of the complex local Liapunov expone
can be determined by the rate at which the orbit spir
away from the fixed point. Figure 6 shows the deviati
of the currents after control on the fixed point has be
switched off. We find for the slope0.16 6 0.02 per two
drive periods, which gives100.16  1.45 for Resld. The
phase angle can be obtained from the winding numb
which for our phase-locked state is314 . This gives an angle
of Imsld  2p 3

3
7 using only one of the circles. The

ratio ImlyRel  7.3 agrees with the value obtained from
the corners 7.1 [16].

Since the conditions for the occurrence of parame
feedback resonance are rather weak [19] it should
observable in many systems, offering experimenters a
analog method to study unstable periodic orbits and
corresponding local Liapunov exponents [20].
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